ABOUT US

Company Overview
WELCOME TO

SOLUTION CITY

WHERE ALL SOLUTION MAKERS LIVE, PLAY AND INNOVATE
PURPOSE

IMPROVE THE WORLD THROUGH INNOVATIVE & SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS.

VALUES

EMPOWER

In our culture of belonging, we bring our authentic selves to work. We value and respect everyone. We have the courage to take action to move the company forward.

EVOLVE

Our passion, collaboration and expertise to solve complex challenges help our customers and each other grow and succeed.

EXCEED

Through innovation and hard work, we push boundaries to create a brighter future.
Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) Mission

PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST
The best outcomes start with the health and safety of our people.

OPPORTUNITY FOR EVERYONE
Our culture of belonging means everyone is valued and has room to grow.

INNOVATING HOW THINGS ARE MADE
We create safe and sustainable solutions to solve complex challenges.

COMMITMENT TO CONSERVE
We are focused on reducing the environmental impact of our operations.

GIVING BACK TO OUR COMMUNITIES
We partner with community organizations where we live and work to make a positive impact.
Our first priority each day is to work safely and ensure everyone leaves work the same way they arrived. Nothing is more important than this commitment to your team members, our solution makers. Because of everyone’s commitment to safety, we are able to serve our customers each day.

TY JEFFERS
VP, Global Manufacturing and Supply Chain
Sustainability

At SPX FLOW, sustainability is more than a buzzword. It’s a way forward.

44% of our 550 patents worldwide are related to sustainability and clean technology

Accomplishments since 2020:
- Energy use reduced by 1,252,186 kWh
- Waste reduced by 2,381 metric tons
- Water usage reduced by 6,150 kiloliters
- Enterprise sustainability CORE Steering Committee put in place to drive SPX FLOW sustainability strategy
- Launch of STEP employee resource group

STEP Mission: We work to cultivate a global inclusive environment that supports and encourages members to increase their environmental awareness and impact and drive change through education, stewardship, collaboration and discussion.
Helping Customers Meet Their Sustainability Goals Through Product Innovation

Water Savings
• APV Homogenizer Water Recycling System (HWRS) saves up to 97% water
• Waukesha Cherry-Burrell D4 Valves use five times less cleaning fluid
• APV Pigging System conserves 60 – 70% of clean-in-place fluid rinse

Energy Savings
• Philadelphia Pitch Impellers use less than 50% of energy in production than competitors
• APV Plate Heat Exchangers are designed to heat and cool more efficiently due to smooth transfer abilities
• Gerstenberg Schröder Nexus Scraped Surface Heat Exchanger (SSHE) uses CO2 instead of ammonia to save up to 30% energy
Our Full-Lifecycle Capabilities

- Genuine spare parts & worldwide field service
- Preventative lifecycle maintenance
- Robust resources for customers & channel partners

• Customer-centric innovation
• World-class design & engineering
• Dedicated test & evaluation environments to accelerate trials & scale-ups

• Global presence with localized production
• Trusted quality, safety & operational excellence
• Dedicated, highly skilled workforce

TRUSTED PARTNERSHIP & INDUSTRY-LEADING EXPERTISE

Research & Development

Service & Support

Manufacturing
Delivering Critical Customer Solutions through Global Capability

In-region to serve customers quickly and cost-effectively

44 Sales Locations
26 Design & Innovation Centers
20 Manufacturing Sites
Our Heritage – A Century of History

1912 - Founded as the Piston Ring Company in Muskegon, MI
1931
1968 - Changed name to Sealed Power Corporation
1998 - Changed name to SPx
2001 - Revised name and SPX logo
2008 - Moved global headquarters to Charlotte, NC
2015 - Launched global brand and focused on building FLOW
2022 - Separated into two public companies
2022 - SPX FLOW becomes a private company
SPX FLOW Snapshot

19+ Global Brands

We improve the world through innovative and sustainable solutions.

550+ Patents

Food, Beverage & Dairy

Chemical Processing

Marine Applications

Sustainable Energy

140,000+ Manufactured Products

Pharmaceutical

Personal Care

Water & Wastewater

Mining & Minerals

~4,500 Employees in 25+ Countries

Customers in 100+ Countries
Our Process Solutions & Technologies

Innovative & Sustainable Solutions

- Heat Transfer
- Hydraulic Technologies
- Mixing & Blending
- Fluid Handling
- Separation
- Ultra High Temperature Treatment
- Homogenization
- Service & Support
SPX FLOW is the largest industrial mixing company in the world. Our mixing experts across the globe apply the art and science of mixing to fulfill the process needs of any customer scenario. From chemical refinement and wastewater to mining and mineral processing, our portfolio of mixers represents some of the world’s most respected mixer brands.

**PRODUCTS**
Mixers, Agitators, Impellers

**BRANDS**
- Lightnin®
- Philadelphia®
- Plenty®
- Stelzer®
- Utechnic®

**INDUSTRIES**
Chemical, Mining & Minerals, Water & Wastewater Treatment, Oil & Gas
Nutrition & Health Equipment & Systems

We are the global leader in the development, manufacturing and aftermarket servicing of highly-engineered products and process solutions for a range of applications across the nutrition and health sector. From homogenizers, pumps and valves to mixers, separators and heat exchangers, our world-class brands are only matched by our world-class customer service.

**PRODUCTS**
Centrifuges, Blenders/Mixers, Evaporators, Filtration, Pumps, Valves, Homogenizers, Dryers, Heat Exchangers, Crystallization Equipment

**BRANDS**
- Anhydro
- APV
- Gerstenberg Schröder
- Seital
- Waukesha Cherry-Burrell

**INDUSTRIES**
Food, Dairy & Beverage, Home & Personal Care, Pharma & Healthcare, Refrigeration, Heating, Fats & Oils
Pump Solutions

Our pumps are engineered to provide processing systems with consistent, high-performance flow to ensure the highest quality product possible from creation to consumer. With a focus on making process systems more sustainable, our pumps are trusted worldwide for their performance.

PRODUCTS
Analyzers, Pumps (Marine & Industrial), Plumbing Products

BRANDS
› Bran+Luebbe®  › Johnson Pump®  › Tigerholm

INDUSTRIES
Chemical, Food & Beverage, Oil & Gas, Personal Care, Horticulture, HVAC & Marine
Hydraulic Technology

We serve customers in the chemical, mining, pharmaceutical, marine, infrastructure construction, general industrial and water treatment industries with cutting-edge technology, proactive solutions, and great customer service. Our brands are trusted by customers across the globe who want solutions that get the job done.

PRODUCTS
High Force Tools & Bolting Equipment

BRANDS
› Bolting Systems™
› Hytec™
› Power Team™
› Rail Systems™
› Stone™

INDUSTRIES
Construction, Energy, Automotive, Oil & Gas, Transportation
Innovating With Our Customers – Why SPX FLOW?

Global Manufacturing, Sales & Service Presence

Partnerships With Customers Across the Entire Product Lifecycle

Highly Skilled, Engaged & Inclusive Team

World-Class Engineering, Application & Manufacturing Expertise

Knowledgeable Worldwide Channel Partners

Longstanding Trusted Brands

Industry-Leading Processing Technologies & Solutions

Unmatched Product Reliability & Quality
THANKS